
Welcome to the Wealthy SIS Network!

Thank you for applying to be a Vendor at our Upcoming SIS Expo NY Stop.
We are really excited and look forward to seeing you there!

Here are the Core Details:
● Event Page
● Frequently Asked Questions

Event Name : SIS Expo NY
Location: New York, NY
Date: July 20 & 21st

Marketplace Hours : Saturday 4pm - 9pm | Sunday 11am - 2pm
Displays may be left overnight. Venue will have video surveillance.

https://www.sis-expo.com
https://www.sis-expo.com/exhibitor


ELECTRIC Available : Indoor Venue with Electricity Add-on available ( $25 )

Exclusivity: There is no promise of exclusivity UNLESS you are a sponsor. So there
may be several jewelry vendors or photography vendors, etc. However, best efforts are
made to choose a variety of these items so that no two vendors are selling the exact
same product.

SIGNAGE: All signage at SIS Expo must be professionally made. No handwritten
signs are permitted.

FOOD AND BEVERAGE SALES: Marketplace vendors are NOT allowed to sell food
and beverages of any kind.

UPON ARRIVAL: Your spot will be marked – upon arrival, you will be assigned a
numbered space. Please find your spot and then unload your setup. Immediately after
unloading, park in the public parking areas and then return to set up.

SOLICITATION: Do NOT hand out any materials outside of your designated space.
While we hope that you will have enough manpower to take a break and enjoy the
show, and all of the activities, you are NOT permitted to hand out promotional
materials or solicit anyone outside of the area around your assigned space.

SPONSORSHIP: The sponsorship field is filling quickly. We work on the expo for
months leading up to the event, so it would be incredibly difficult to relocate sponsors.
We have assigned your spot based on your sponsorship level. However, most
sponsors are in the same general area, and will have lots of traffic. We designed the
sponsorship area for maximum traffic. After the show has ended, we would love to
receive your feedback on your view of the flow of people and sponsor locations. If we
can find a way to make improvements for future years, we’ll do so. Your feedback is
critical to our continued success.

Lastly as a Vendor, you agree to :

● Provide an interactive & neatly displayed setup.
● Clean up their vendor area before leaving.
● Be Professional in all Interactions during the event
● Have a Great time & network!!!

Accepted by both parties
Business Vendor



Authorized Name & Signature


